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CR external calls are performed twice
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Description
When creating a new host, a user first has the option to select a CR to deploy on, this triggers JS that serialize the form and make foreman talk to the CR infrastructure.

when selecting a HG, the form is again serialized and sent to foreman, and again foreman needs to render the whole form, which includes calling out to the CR provider.

this is also true for loc/org drop downs, but since they are done first, this is not an issue.

Related issues:
Related to Foreman - Bug #3357: Selecting Hostgroup before CR causes form cruft
New 10/18/2013
Related to Foreman - Bug #6167: New Host: selection of "Host Group" and "Depl...
Closed 06/11/2014

Associated revisions
Revision db062299 - 10/08/2013 04:46 PM - Ohad Levy
fixes #3218 - Remove Double calls to CR provider when creating a new host.

Revision 43dbe62b - 10/14/2013 11:13 AM - Ohad Levy
fixes #3218 - Remove Double calls to CR provider when creating a new host.
(cherry picked from commit db062299a69a4a0d3a0da931fcb969a00c8)

History
#1 - 10/08/2013 12:55 PM - Ohad Levy
- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing

https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/936

#2 - 10/08/2013 12:55 PM - Ohad Levy
- Related to Tracker #3112: [TRACKER] Issues to be released in 1.3 RC or final added

#3 - 10/08/2013 05:31 PM - Ohad Levy
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset db062299a69a4a0d3a0da931fcb969a00c8.

#4 - 10/14/2013 11:17 AM - Lukas Zapletal
- Related to deleted (Tracker #3112: [TRACKER] Issues to be released in 1.3 RC or final)

#5 - 10/18/2013 11:55 AM - Dominic Cleal
- Related to Bug #3357: Selecting Hostgroup before CR causes form cruft added

#6 - 06/11/2014 03:45 PM - Dominic Cleal
- Related to Bug #6167: New Host: selection of "Host Group" and "Deploy on" is user-unfriendly added